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The Glokopedia 

 
Akhtar, Sameer 
Cast in the 2012 Indian film Anjali B. Goode as Grugly, the melon merchant with the moist 
handshake. 
 
Alice in Toasterland 
The opening act for Scamglok at the infamous Hugh’s Tomb gig in Toronto, Alice in Toasterland 
is known for playing kitschy versions of TV theme songs, and is reportedly still performing. 
 

Apaharan, Yashpal  
Cast in the 2012 Indian film Anjali B. Goode as Zellupi, the nervous virgin. 
 

Averstein, Poplo 
First appearing as Jumpy Spamglok on the 2011 Spamglok album Monkey Pucks, drummer Poplo 
Averstein choked on a ride cymbal after the release of Bonfire of the Spamgloks. 
 
Bachchan, Sanjay 
Cast in the 2012 Indian film Anjali B. Goode as Padwali, the guy living his life through Anjali. 
 
Barua, Shiamak 
Cast in the 2012 Indian film Anjali B. Goode as the casual friend of breezy virtue. 
 
Biffit, Randy 
Known as Lefty Sponko in the Dazzle-funded 2010 faux-Spamglok film Sponko. 
 
Bing, Wemsley 
Known as Happy Sponko in the Dazzle-funded 2010 faux-Spamglok film Sponko. 
 
Birkenstock, Klaus 
Appearing in the 2010 film Spamglok as Weasel Spamglok, Klaus Birkenstock was part of the 
original Spamglok musical lineup and played on three albums: Spamglok: Confused in Any 
Language, Around the World in 80 Spamgloks and Ratrod. No one knows why Klaus disappeared. 
Popular opinion is that he was simply misplaced. 
 
Blumenstatt, Xev 
If belligerence and volatility ever had a proper name, it was Xev. Brought into Spamglok by band 
manager Emo Dresden after being found behind a dumpster in Dundalk, Ont., Xev Blumenstatt 
played bass as well as she could drink and harm people, meaning she was exceptionally talented 
for a woman who’d just as soon steal a fire truck and drive it into a river as slap bass. Known as 
Slippery Spamglok, Xev married a ginseng wrangler named Max Yankage shortly after U.S. 
immigration agents stormed the Pistol Den rock club in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., and arrested Hans 
Papillio and Leo Kurshev. She later changed her name to Helen Destroy and married Leo Kurshev 
before the pair divorced for irreconcilable differences. Following Spamglok’s disastrous final 
performance in Vancouver, Xev wrote and performed a rock opera called Epoch of the 
Gargantuans, which opened and closed in one night. Undeterred, she released the double-CD 
set Fret Lake and the Epoch of the Gargantuans with her new band, the Screaming Tulips. The 



music press took little notice, leaving Xev angry, broke and gigging in Germany as part of a Nena 
Kerner band called 99 Luftmonsoon. 
 
Boa, Gwen 
Working as a waitress at the Pointless Dragon pub in Humpler, Wales, where Hans and Leo were 
gigging as the duo Zeebo and Bryce, Gwen Boa found herself on stage with the re-formed 
Spamglok after bassist Xev Blumenstatt grabbed her, handed her a spittoon as a drum and told 
her to play. Sited as one who’d “endured the most vile of percussion training” in a press release 
by Emo Dresden, Gwen sliced her finger open during Spamglok’s Pointless Dragon Tour and, due 
to blood loss, thought she saw God having drinks in the crowd, which spawned a popular 
Spamhead phrase, “Glok almighty,” as well as the Glokwear T-shirt slogans “In Glok We Trust” 
and “Glok Until You Drop.” Appearing as Fahmida in the 2012 Indian film Anjali B. Goode, Boa 
took to smoking ropium and reading The Upanishads when she wasn’t taking tabla lessons or 
recovering from attack by Xev. Co-writer of the Spamglok song “An Hour Later, You Wanna Rock 
Again,” Gwen Boa was sometimes compared to Keith Moon in her frantic drumming style, but 
most of the time, she was just swatting at imaginary flies. After Spamglok’s calamitous final 
show in Vancouver, Gwen hired attorney Avery Schulman to sue Xev for physical and mental 
abuse, and was awarded 12% of Moby Records’ cash assets. Briefly dating filmmaker Suicide 
Hobart after the legal fires had gone down, she returned to singlehood after Suicide stuck his 
tongue into a wall socket while making an experimental film called What Happens If I Do This? 
Gwen reportedly knitted him a sweater to wear in the coffin, but inadvertently knitted the 
sweater with a third arm. 
 

Bollywind Records 
The Indian record company that illegally recorded the Spamglok CD Geet Spamgali. 
 
Borkelssoen, Helmut 
Captain of the Holbek, the smuggling vessel targeted by Russian weapons specialists eager to 
test experimental missiles on a moving object, Helmut Borkelssoen stranded 15-year-old Hengist 
Kurshev (father of Spamglok co-founder Leo Kurshev) inside a bait barrel at Prudhoe Bay. Found 
adrift near the Kuril Islands, Borkelssoen spent three years cleaning flash-fried crab guts from 
the Kuril coast before being eaten by puffins. 
 
Boylen, Ronald 
According to conspiracy theorists, General Motors began production of a new car—the Chevy 
Nauseous—in the summer of 2006 and created the “Ride and Scream” ad campaign as a 
countermeasure to DaimlerChrysler’s successful “Drive and Love” campaign. Designed by 
Spamglok fan Ronald Boylen, the Chevy Nauseous was “just like being on tour with Spamglok,” 
according to Boylen. “It barely stays on the road, it runs on alcohol and you never know where 
you’re going to wind up.” On-board extras reportedly included a medical-assistance alarm and a 
100-watt sound system. Production was cancelled, though, after insurers refused to cover the 
vehicle. GM is said to have lost millions, and Boylen later disappeared. 
 
Chad Friction 
An entertainment journalist best known for his work with the rock magazine Psychoustic 
Behavior, Chad Friction was one of the earliest writers to laud Spamglok’s 2012 comeback as a 
master stroke of unconventional orchestration. He compared the mechanism behind the 
comeback to a mentally disturbed tomcat set loose inside a sauna—an analogy oddly 



foreshadowing his future. Chad was an average writer but a poor pet owner, and by April of 
2012, Chad’s tabby Smuckers had run out of tolerance toward late and missed feedings. Chad 
was found face down in a box of kitty litter. His cash and credit cards had been stolen, and 
Chad’s apartment had curiously been wiped free of paw prints. 
 
Chicklet, Nubs 
Sound engineer for Spamglok: Confused in Any Language. 
 
Chocolate, Red 
Red Chocolate never intended becoming involved in the music business. As a graphic-arts 
student, she was just hanging out at the Pointless Dragon pub in Humpler, Wales, when her 
friend Gwen Boa dragged her on stage for what would be Spamglok’s comeback performance. 
She was later dubbed a percussionist in a press release by Emo Dresden but was soon cut from 
the band after swigging children’s cough syrup before giving an interview with the London music 
quarterly Gear Generation in which she started clucking like a chicken. After the fiasco, Red 
became the band’s swag manager and ran Glokwear, Spamglok’s lucrative T-shirt business. 
Among her most popular T-shirt phrases: “Long Live Glok ‘n’ Roll,” “School of Hard Gloks,” 
“Spamglok: Pointless in Any Direction” and “Spamglok’s Continuous Train Wreck Tour—Be Part 
of the Debris.” She also successfully marketed a line of Spamglok neckties shaped like a 
hangman’s noose. Awarded 12% of Moby Records’ cash assets after Spamglok’s final 
performance in Vancouver, Red moved to Ottawa and opened a clothing shop called Red 
Chocolate, where she developed a second generation of Glokwear as a lucrative mail-order 
business. She also authored the Spamglok tell-all book Forensic Spamglok: My Life Aboard the 
Continuous Train Wreck.  
 
Clinchsphincter, Perry 
Two-handed calculator player on the album I Am a Wild Budget. 
 
Cocoa, Capt. Ron Jon 
Dubbed Uncle Mickey (for an unknown reason) by Hans Papillio and Leo Kurshev, Captain Ron 
Jon Cocoa was the owner and pilot of a fast-food barge, which Hans and Leo booked to sail the 
Caribbean while writing and recording material that would become the album Uncle Mickey’s 
Party Barge. Somewhere off the coast of Florida, Captain Cocoa threw Hans and Leo overboard 
after they made fun of the captain’s extraneous left toe. 
 
Coltrane, Chili Bop 
Sound engineer for the album Uncle Mickey’s Party Barge. 
 
Crush, Persian 
Subliminal ad placement for the album I Am a Wild Budget. 
 
Cutlas, Ray Ray 
Sound engineer for the Spamglok album The Erratic Road Between Pride and Vice. 
 
Dazzle Coins Corporation 
Dazzle Coins Corporation was the leading manufacturer and distributor of dazzle coins—a 
product of ill-definition but apparently one lucrative enough that several other companies 
competed in the business. The company slogan: “If you don’t have a Dazzle Coin, well, then 



you’ve obviously got something else.” Founded in 1984 by one-time American grow-op owner 
and freelance parson Pot-Belly Simmons, the company formed the subsidiary company Dazzle 
Records in 2010 to market Spamglok and hired dazzle-coins salesman Emo Dresden to manage 
them. Instrumental behind the ill-fated movie Sponko, which reportedly holds the world record 
for the shortest theatrical run of any film, Dazzle later appointed Emo as president of Sponko 
Publicity (the marketing arm for Dazzle Records’ entire roster of acts) after hiring Priggit 
O’Donnybrook as Spamglok manager. Dazzle later incorporated the renegade record label 
Runtco into the company after the release of Spamglok’s Ratrod album. Faced with an ever-
competitive dazzle-coins market in 2011 (plus a string of horrendous lawsuits), the company 
decided to sell Dazzle Records and Runtco Records and divest itself from the music business in 
order to avoid bankruptcy, and hired Claire Eikman as a special executive in order to help 
navigate troubled financial waters. Later elevating Eikman to Vice President, Dazzle would 
survive their brief excursion into the music business, but their luster within the dazzle-coins 
market would never again be what it was. 
 
Detangler, Ivan 
Memo writer for the album I Am a Wild Budget. 
 
Diapolo, Tony 
Cast in the 2012 Indian film Anjali B. Goode as the Italian who can’t figure out how he wound up 
in an Indian film. 
 
Dillis, Quinn 
Songwriter for the album I Am a Wild Budget. 
 
Doosh, Julu 
Part of the Indian record-company crew that recorded and sold the unlicensed Spamglok CD 
Geet Spamgali, sound technician Julu Doosh was in charge of spy cameras and lapel 
microphones. Julu was forever afterward paranoid. 
 
Dourhound, Freep 
Accountant for the album I Am a Wild Budget. 
 
Dresden, Emo 
Known as Cameron Quickstone or Bilby Nyree (depending on whom you may be speaking with), 
one-time Spamglok manager was singly the greatest force behind his own destruction. As one 
inclined toward overly elaborate schemes and modes of thinking, Dresden had used such 
creativity to rewarding career effect as a salesman, first as a rep for the Toronto business-forms 
company Greenway Documents and later as client rep for the online temp agency Digital 
Presence. Yet his style of addressing challenges (plus unchecked bravado and an increased sense 
of his own cleverness) caught up with him after landing a lucrative job as a sales rep for Dazzle 
Coins Corporation. While en route to Pembrokeshire, England, for a dazzle-coins convention, he 
happily agreed to a drinking contest with a rep from a rival company, Thompson’s Sparkly Discs, 
and found himself engaged to German stripper Claire Eikman after waking up in the club Skapa 
Sjaskig in the Netherlands. Had Dresden simply excused himself that day and slipped out a 
bathroom window, history may have written a different end for him. Yet in approaching a way 
out by factoring the exploitation of others into his equation, Dresden set in motion events that 



would include him running from Lithuanian debt collectors, dangling screaming from a concert 
stage and eventually mute before the horror of an end that involved a French maid’s outfit. 
 
Dripmissile, Gorgeous 
Backing guitarist and vocalist on Xev Blumenstatt’s independent CD Fret Lake and the Epoch of 
the Gargantuans. 
 
Eikman, Claire 
Although Claire Eikman appears in several Spamglok films, she is not known to ever have been 
musically inclined, although there are those who maintain that Eikman’s phobias, alarming 
delusions and skill toward destructive calculation are poetically operatic in scope and 
complexity. Billed simply as Party Chick in the 2010 film Spamglok, Eikman was working as a 
stripper at the club Skapa Sjaskig in the Netherlands when wayward dazzle-coins salesman Emo 
Dresden proposed to her after a drinking contest with a rival salesman from the company 
Thompson’s Sparkly Discs. Knocked unconscious shortly afterward, Eikman followed Emo to 
Canada, where she landed a clerical position with Dazzle Coins and appeared in two Feg Vendo 
films: I’ll Bet You Can’t Sit Still (an experimental film secretly designed by Emo to prove to 
psychologists that Claire was insane) and Me Sitting Around in the Apartment. 
 
After torching the tour buses of Dazzle acts Shrubbery Strauchwerk and Yelpo, Eikman was 
promoted to a publicist’s position with the Dazzle division Sponko Publicity. Her first initiative 
was to ship the Dazzle act Swamp Lush to Nunavut to dress seals in exotic lingerie to promote 
the CD Harpoon Tang. After the formation Meat Wind Records, Claire inadvertently sold the 
Spamglok catalogue after Emo Dresden went temporarily insane after hearing the Spamglok 
albums I Am a Wild Budget and Uncle Mickey’s Party Barge. With such an innate talent for 
destroying people, Eikman parlayed her gift into a special executive position with Dazzle Coins 
and began dating the president of Thompson’s Sparkly Discs, which soon crumbled through her 
efforts and landed her the job of Vice President of Dazzle Coins Corporation. 
 
Her first job in the role was to purchase Moby Records through a front company called Shoreline 
Investments and, in the process, destroy the life of Emo Dresden, whose cataclysmic situation 
unfortunately resulted in the destruction of Spamglok as well. 
 
In her unauthorized 2014 biography Blowtorch in the Wind, author Priscilla Smanx wrote 
heroically about Claire Eikman in her strength to rise beyond her beginnings and mistreatments 
and eventually come to wield power over those who’d sought to ruin her. Eikman, in turn, sued 
Smanx for her unauthorized book and had a truckload of manure dumped in Smanx’s driveway. 
 
Einman, Zurt 
Known as Wriggles Mostly in the Dazzle-funded 2010 faux-Spamglok film Sponko. 
 
Engorgement, Jenny 
Marimba and melon-launcher player on Xev Blumenstatt’s independent CD Fret Lake and the 
Epoch of the Gargantuans. 
 
Fabulous Hulagans, The 
Hip-maraca players on the album Uncle Mickey’s Party Barge. 
 



Femke, Tante 
Dutch deli owner known for her patented Four-Aces ham. 
 
Fendermount, Andrea 
Drummer and glitter-pistol player on Xev Blumenstatt’s independent CD Fret Lake and the Epoch 
of the Gargantuans. 
 
Fingerfood, Snappy 
Sound engineer for the Spamglok album The Erratic Road Between Pride and Vice. 
 
Fireball Ford Europa 
While bassist Ford Europa doesn’t make an appearance in the Spamglok story, he was 
nonetheless an intergral part of the band until his death in 2011. While racing in a GP2 Series 
exhibition race at Megara Race Track, a hawk accidentally flew into Ford’s cockpit. Trying to eject 
the wildly thrashing creature while steering at 300 k.p.h., Ford turned too late coming into the 
main straightaway and exploded into the outer edge of the stands. A fireball ignited (hence his 
nickname, Fireball Ford Europa). The end was instantaneous. Children ran. People screamed, 
and somewhere in Athens, a homeowner leaned out his window and shouted, “Shut up over 
there!” Ford described the afterlife to Hans and Leo as “very nice,” but wanted to come back for 
his bass. When he did, the door locked behind him. He kept hammering on it, but the spirits on 
the other side just kept snickering “No speak-a zee English” and “No thanks, we don’t want any,” 
so he vowed that, when he got back there, someone was going to wake up with their jeans full of 
Cheez Whiz. Contemporary belief is that Ford remains somewhere between here and there. 
 
Flail, Storney 
Hired from the Accounts Payable Department by Dazzle Records to engineer the faux-Spamglok 
CD Soyglok. 
 
Fleck, Chooch 
Sound engineer for Spamglok: Confused in Any Language and Around the World in 80 Spamgloks. 
 
Flutterchaps, Lotus 
Keyboardist and questionable vocalist on Xev Blumenstatt’s independent CD Fret Lake and the 
Epoch of the Gargantuans. 
 
Fowler, Jim 
A session keyboardist on the Spamglok CD Ratrod, Jim Fowler spent a lot of time informing 
people that he wasn’t related to the guy who appeared in the TV show Mutual of Omaha’s Wild 
Kingdom. Ironically, Fowler eventually went berserk one day because of the incessant 
questioning and had to be subdued with a tranquilizer gun, just like the other Fowler did with 
animals on the TV show. The courts afterward ordered Fowler to wear a special collar so they 
could track his migratory patterns. 
 
Friendly, Drinkwater 
Medic on the album Uncle Mickey’s Party Barge. 
 
Fumigation, Laura 
Sound engineer for Xev Blumenstatt’s Fret Lake and the Epoch of the Gargantuans. 



Gati, Marvin (the Wily Martyr) 
Part of the Indian record-company crew that recorded and sold the unlicensed Spamglok CD 
Geet Spamgali, audio engineer Marvin Gati was known for offering to perish for a cause before 
running away. 
 
Girlie, Mustard 
Known as Terse-glok in the 2011 film Toilet Brush With Fame. 
 
Glitter Holes 
A small rival to Dazzle Coins Corporation and Thompson’s Sparkly Discs, Glitter Holes saw its best 
sales around 2011, when the company inadvertently cornered the adult-toy market by the name 
of its product alone. When people realized Glitter Holes had nothing to do with sex, sales 
plummeted and Glitter Holes went back to manufacturing glow sticks for rave clubs. 
 
Glokworks 
The indie label under which Hans Papillio and Leo Kurshev released the 2013 album The Erratic 
Road Between Pride and Vice. 
 
Glucose, Dr. Peter 
Known as Malicious-glok in the 2011 film Toilet Brush With Fame. 
 
Goldblatt, Mark 
Going by the name Welt Rat-Tail in the Spamglok tribute band Scamglok, bassist Mark Goldblatt 
is known as the man who survived the most severe atomic wedgie ever given after Scamglok’s 
ill-fated gig at Hugh’s Tomb in Toronto. 
 

Gooey, Bobby 
Known as Propeller Head in the Dazzle-funded 2010 faux-Spamglok film Sponko. 
 
Groovy, Zinc 
Session guitarist on the Spamglok CD Ratrod.  
 
Grottle Enterprises 
Originally a group of vegetarian insulation specialists called Fruits and Fiberglass, the company 
discovered the complete Spamglok musical catalogue while re-insulating the attic of Debra 
Morris, grandmother of Danny Handsome, the seventh grader who’d purchased the Spamglok 
catalogue for a dollar after the collapse of Meat Wind Records. Fruits and Fiberglass later 
changed its name to Grottle Enterprises to sell Spamglok’s music. 
 
Handsome, Danny 
The boy who walked away with the complete Spamglok catalogue for a dollar after the collapse 
of Meat Wind Records, seventh-grade student Danny Handsome wasn’t a music fan or aspiring 
businessman. He just wanted to prove to his stepfather, Donald Ugly, that he wasn’t stupid and 
knew a good deal when he saw one. Later, Danny gave the catalogue to his grandmother, Debra 
Morris, on condition she stop sending him bunny-print pajamas every Christmas. She accepted 
the deal, not because she was a bigger music fan than Danny but because she needed something 
to fill a poorly insulated spot in her attic. 
 



Hausmann, Holden 
Known as Springy Sponko in the Dazzle-funded 2010 faux-Spamglok film Sponko. 
 
Headspin, Cortana 
Sound engineer on Ten Angry Monkeys for Nine Empty Chairs. 
 
Hernandez, Miguel 
Sound engineer for the Spamglok album The Erratic Road Between Pride and Vice. 
 
Herper, Edeltraut 
Owner of the Bootbrick Baggage pub in Bavaria. 
 
Hobart, Cyril 
Commonly known as Suicide Hobart, Cyril gained cult success for his student art film What It’s 
Like to Get Beaten by Soccer Hooligans. He had less success for his next film, Helen Destroy: 
Don’t Call Her a ‘Saucy Nibbler’ in which bassist Xev Blumenstatt (calling herself Helen Destroy) 
beats Hobart for three minutes with a bag of rice. Perhaps best known for his documentary of 
Spamglok's Continuous Train Wreck Tour, Hobart dated Spamglok member Gwen Boa for a 
month before sticking his tongue into a wall socket while making an experimental film called 
What Happens If I Do This? 
 
Honduras, Bratt 
Appearing as Foreign-glok in the 2011 film Spamglok: Exposure Without Ambition, percussionist 
Bratt Honduras is credited with “fear of all things domestic” on the 2011 Spamglok CD Monkey 
Pucks. Ironically, he chose to settle down and marry a woman named Greta, who turned out to 
be a man. Screaming for help in a phone call heard in the 2011 film Bach’s Lunch, Honduras took 
to dressing as a woman in order to evade Greta before fleeing to Bavaria to take a job as a spigot 
fluffer at the pub Bootbrick Baggage, where the owner Edeltraut Herper regularly forced 
Honduras to dance at gunpoint for patrons and passersby. Rescued from the situation by Emo 
Dresden and Xev Blumenstatt, Honduras was putting up concert posters in Vancouver when 
three men abducted him, tossed him into a fishing boat, taped down the boat’s throttle and 
steered the boat into the Pacific. Dehydrated and borderline mad, Honduras was eventually 
discovered by the U.S. Coast Guard and taken to San Francisco, where he filed charges against 
Claire Eikman and the Dazzle Coins Corporation. Receiving a settlement out of court, Honduras 
moved to the Maldives, married a beautiful pearl diver named Kaylona and bought a seaside 
villa, where the pair made a fortune selling bottled sea water as hair tonic to tourists. 
 
Hoogurey, Jass 
Part of the Indian record-company crew that recorded and sold the unlicensed Spamglok CD 
Geet Spamgali, sound technician Jass Hoogurey was hired to conceal a microphone up his butt 
to record the soundtrack. Afterward, Hoogurey had a full-time career trying to get it out. 
 
Hoyt, Brent 
Appearing as Rude-glok in the 2011 film Spamglok: Exposure Without Ambition and performing 
on the 2011 CD Monkey Pucks, keyboardist Brent Hoyt is mostly remembered for his 
belligerence. 
 



Hueman, Ben 
Transit Director for the London Underground, Ben Hueman christened the newly completed 
Hogs Limp-Nuttington Barrows line as the Meatway in honour of Emo Dresden and his ill-fated 
Meatwind Records. “We feel the name reflects the spirit of bold adventure that Emo 
epitomized,” said Hueman during the ribbon-cutting ceremony. Whether the line reflected bold 
adventure remains anybody’s guess, but the line did reflect the true course of Meatwind. The 
cost of building the line was astonishing, there was never any assurance that the cars would go 
the distance and the line didn’t offer a return trip. Reportedly, Spamglok bassist Xev Blumenstatt 
once rode the train just to vomit in it. 
 
Iqbal, Naseeruddin  
Cast in the 2012 Indian film Anjali B. Goode as Kay Kay. 
 
Jerry, Ramona 
A house performer at the Little Lightning Coffee Bar in Florida, Ramona Jerry’s music equipment 
made it possible for Hans Papillio and Leo Kurshev to record the album Madness of a Mind Gone 
Normal after they stole it. 
 
Joinery, Cub 
Housekeeping services on Xev Blumenstatt’s independent CD Fret Lake and the Epoch of the 
Gargantuans. 
 
Jones, Bandolero 
Sound technician for the 2011 Spamglok CD Uncle Mickey’s Party Barge, Bandolero Jones fell off 
a barge and washed ashore at a voodoo retreat in Barbuda. 
 
J-Rock 
Sound engineer for the Spamglok album The Erratic Road Between Pride and Vice. 
 
Kurshev, Hengist 
Long before his son Leo would co-found Spamglok and thereby make the family name 
synonymous with havoc, Hengist Kurshev was setting the dials. Born into a family of fishermen 
and pub crawlers in Flevoland, Hengist left school at age 15 to work as a deckhand on a crab 
boat, the Holbek (roughly translated as the empty mouth), but Hengist couldn’t understand why 
the crew should risk death by setting and hauling pots in the violent Alaskan seas when it would 
be easier to raid other boats. When he tried to organize a mutiny, the Holbek’s captain, Helmut 
Borkelssoen, stuffed Hengist into an empty bait barrel and left him on a beach in Prudhoe Bay, 
where a group of kids threw rocks at the barrel for about an hour until they got bored of hearing 
Hengist curse. Eventually freed by a polar bear, who clawed open the barrel to get at the Dutch 
filling, a manically angry Hengist made his way to Anchorage. 
 
“He came out of the wilderness screaming,” recalled Tripp Bunchwood, a U.S. Marshal in 
Anchorage at the time. “At first, I thought, ‘Oh great. Here comes another mad trapper,’ and 
Anchorage already has a crazy guy—Rigo Baum, who plays maracas for spare change in front of 
the Beef ‘N’ Bloat. We didn’t know how Rigo would react to competition because, as nuts as he 
is, Rigo’s also a prima donna. But it didn’t turn out to be anything like that. Hengist was 
screaming because he was running for his life. He must have really marinated inside that bait 
barrel. You could smell him at ten yards—the oily smell of herring. The seagulls were diving and 



snapping at him. Hengist was wild-eyed, like he hadn’t slept in weeks. He bolted straight into the 
Bull Moral Hotel. I think he showered and scrubbed for 12 hours but he never did completely get 
that herring smell from his skin, and those gulls? They just sat outside his window and stared at 
him all day and night, tapping on the glass and waiting for him. Hell, me and some of the other 
marshals even thought of eating Hengist, but we couldn’t decide what kind of wine to have with 
Dutch herringm and by the time we’d decided on a nice chardonnay, Hengist rubbed himself 
from head to toe with Gloucester cheese to mask the herring before running for the Yukon 
border.” Years later, Hengist would say to a therapist with no sense of doctor-patient 
confidentiality, “If I even hear a gull now, I have to rub myself with garlic or curry paste and hide 
in the crawl space. Does this mean I’m crazy?” The therapist would reply that, although the 
reaction didn’t make him crazy, all the varied seasonings over the years had made Hengist an 
excellent soup stock. 
 
Traumatized by the seagulls, Hengist would never again set foot aboard a boat or go near the 
waterfront. Stealing a bush plane, and with no piloting skills save the motivation not to perish in 
a fiery explosion, he flew from Anchorage to Whitehorse where, after colliding his place into an 
outfitters store, he contacted the U.S. Coast Guard to say that the Holbek was secretly 
transporting counterfeit jeans to the Kamchatka Peninsula. The lie was intended as payback for 
being marooned at Prudhoe Bay, but as it turned out, Helmut Borkelssoen really was smuggling 
knock-off jeans for sale on the black market, but escaped conviction after the Holbek was 
targeted by Russian weapons specialists eager to test experimental missiles on a moving object. 
“Hengist wouldn’t talk much about what happened after that,” Leo recalled during an interview 
with the Dutch pop magazine Spinnenstrubbeling. “One Christmas, after he’d eaten too many 
slices of Tante Femke’s famous Four-Aces ham, he mumbled something about waking up 
wearing only gumboots and a wool toque on the floor of some tavern in Labrador, but I had 
trouble believing that because Dad hated toques. He also mentioned something about taking a 
job as a porter to get to Toronto, where he flew home, and I think he must have been completely 
out of money because, as soon as he reached Flevoland, he stole and ate a whole wheel of 
gouda—wax casing and all. I don’t think he pooped for a month.” 
 
Kurshev, Jorge 
Uncle of Spamglok co-founder Leo Kurshev, musician and steel worker Jorge Kurshev is known 
for the 1964 album Shopping With Salome (Funt Records). Songs include “The Martyr’s 
Barbecue” and “Mittens and Whips.” The album incited protests on release and all copies were 
said to have been loaded onto a barge and torpedoed off the coast of Finland. Jorge’s second 
album, Torpedo Pants, did even better. 
 
Kurshev, Leo 
Co-founder of the rock band Spamglok, Leo Kurshev (a.k.a. Shaky Spamglok) was born in Ivo’s 
Cabbage Palace, Faraknopps, the Netherlands, while his parents, Hengist and Ygerne Kurshev 
were quarrelling over Ygerne’s alleged flirtations toward a dusky Romaine lettuce vendor from 
Eastern Scheidt. Ygerne had only been asking the vendor whether he’d washed his hands before 
handling the produce (which the vendor hadn’t), but Hengist had been raised by strict Saxon 
parents, and his quarrelsome nature would shape Leo’s development. 
 
Ygerne maintained, “That boy was born to break the rules. It seemed like, if everyone was doing 
something one way, he’d make every effort to do the exact opposite, just for spite,” and 
outwardly, her suppositions appeared well-founded. Few were the evenings when, after being 



pulled from the bath, an invigorated and naked Leo didn’t escape the towels of Mom to bolt 
outside. “I don’t know how she survived that kid,” recalled Jan de Poepjes, one-time neighbor of 
the Kurshevs. “I remember the night Mrs. Kurshev knocked at my door. I was just sitting down to 
a supper of apple speck, and when I answered, she was standing there, embarrassed and 
obviously frazzled. She said, ‘I’m looking for my son.’ Leveling her hand at waist height, she said, 
‘He’s about so high, blond and running around as naked as a bean goose. Have you seen him?’ I 
started to laugh, because I thought it was a joke, but she flashed me this look like she was ready 
to beat me with a bratwurst. So I told her to hold on while I checked the backyard, and sure 
enough, there he was. I hated turning him in because I had to admire his spirit, and he looked so 
happy, but he was swinging like a nude gymnast from my prize ginkgo tree, and he’d peed in the 
bird bath.” As purely rebellious as Leo’s early behavior appeared, though, his inclinations were 
(and would remain) less about individuality at senseless cost and more about being true to who 
he was and how he was fashioned. 
 
At age nine, while attending the basis school Overig Faraknopps, Leo rigged a school field hockey 
game for his team by offering chocolate (really chocolate-coated laxative) to the opposing team, 
and earned himself a date with the principal’s strap, but Leo wasn’t coy on first dates. As the 
principal was bringing down the strap, Leo dodged the blow and the principal struck himself in 
the nuggets. Enraged, the headmaster smacked Leo about the head while Leo went running and 
laughing down the hall. Leo later trumped the principal by stealing all his garden gnomes and 
placing them in the school sports field, where he erected a large sign reading “Gnoom het 
Aandeel” (roughly translated as Gnomestock). Some superstitious locals believed the gnomes 
had actually gathered by themselves and smashed them in an incident that the local newspaper 
would dub “De Stenigen van de Gnomen” (meaning the stoning of the gnomes), which would 
become an annual event in Faraknopps. A favorite event T-shirt: “I Got Smashed at 
Gnomestock.” 
 
At age fourteen, while half-heartedly pursuing middle-level education at Senior Skilbig and 
wondering what he was going to do with his life, Leo heard a contraband copy of “Follow Your 
Heart” by the Canadian rock trio Triumph and noted how some girls practically undressed 
themselves for what his father viewed as the devil’s chip dip. Eager to dip his own chips, Leo 
enrolled in guitar lessons at the local community centre and learned how to make a bar chord. 
After that, he learned another chord, and after that he formed his first band, Bruto Van Gogh 
(translated as Sloppy Van Gogh), for which he recruited fellow Skilbig students Edern von den 
Stemmen (bass), Acne Gallinghouse (drums) and Horsa Bonniol (guitar). They wrote two original 
songs, “Da Nacht Werd Voor Gemaakt Bevuilen” (“The Night Was Made for Sloppin”) and “Duid 
in de Dijk Aan” (“Finger in the Dike”). Mostly, the band was known for covers of verbose Dutch 
pop songs such as “Ernstig de Steelpan” (“Serious Saucepan”) and “De Hak de teen de Zeep” 
(“Heel Toe Soap”). 
 
As a quartet, Bruto Van Gogh had enough of an innocent veneer and repertoire to place in local 
talent shows, but the disguise only served to exacerbate Leo’s fundamentally volatile 
disposition. He wanted to rock, and finally boiled over at a church picnic where Bruto Van Gogh 
had been booked for an outdoor dance. While the priests were happily counting the guldens 
they’d raised from the sale of orange punch (the whole purpose of the event), Leo dialed up his 
amplifier and roared into his rendition of the Jimi Hendrix classic “Purple Haze.” He went all out, 
lighting his guitar on fire and fanning the smoke as it rose. The priests, believing Leo was 
possessed, splashed him with holy water. Jokingly, Leo shouted, “Het brandwonden! Het 



brandwonden!” (“It burns! It burns!“), but the priests—and the community—were so freaked 
out by the act, Hengist and Ygerne were asked to strap Leo into a straightjacket before bringing 
him to church. Frustrated by not being able to pick his nose during mass, Leo threw some clothes 
into a backpack and left home. His mother cried; his father turned Leo’s room into a mumbly-
peg parlor. 
 
After a string of jobs as an itinerant cola bubbler, tram mopper and grain haranguer, Leo joined 
the Dutch military, but after six weeks at boot camp in Hilversum, he was discharged for liberal 
and excessive use of guns and grenades (as well as his alarming glee at being armed). Penniless 
and dishearteningly gun-less, Leo resumed his wanderings and eventually wound up in the port 
town of Den Helden, where he found employment as a longshoreman. The work was brutal, but 
he learned how to fight and drink, and in Den Helden, both skills counted for much. Muscular 
and belligerent, he was a catch by the standards of many, and the net closed (not for the last 
time) when he wound up at the altar with Koo Skart, a bookmaker’s daughter from Flevo. 
 
The union lasted about a year. Leo had initially been attracted to Koo because, on top of being 
able to hold her liquor well, she’d told Leo that she was a keeper of secret knowledge, and he’d 
found that mysterious and sexy. As it turned out, Koo simply couldn’t remember what she’d 
done from one day to the next, so she had no recollection after selling their home, books, 
clothes and furniture to pay off gambling debts. Leo filed for divorce. Koo’s enraged father gave 
eighty-to-one odds against Leo making it out of Den Helden alive. Leo took the bet, placed a 
wager in favor of himself under the name Vladimir Trotts and escaped Den Helden. 
 
To evade Koo, who’d forgotten Leo had divorced her (and thereby wanted to kill him for running 
out on her unannounced), Leo bought a guitar and joined the metal cover band Klokwerk Fuchsia 
as a means to earn money without having to remain in one location for long. The band toured 
Gelderland and Holland before the group’s founders, Ailbriht and Elduin Cuthbrid, abandoned 
music to go to technical school and invent ringtones. Broke, Leo returned to Faraknopps and 
found a job as a welder’s assistant, then lost the job after welding his boss inside a tool trailer for 
refusing to pay overtime. While perusing job postings at the Faraknopps employment centre, 
Leo struck up a conversation with fellow job hunter Hans Papillio, who’d just lost a job as a mail 
clerk. Discovering a mutual interest in music, they decided to start a band since the job postings 
were thin and ridiculous. 
 
Their first gig was as a duo at the notorious Urnac Room in Lelystad, Flevoland, an illegal grow-
op for the regional hallucinogen known as Smingbolten Sally. The Urnac Room was also a 
favorite haunt of Dutch illusionist Arp Halebran (who gave his most noteworthy performance by 
disappearing after sleeping with the daughter of a prominent Sikh family). Performing 
acoustically, the pair played blues songs by Dutch artists like Blind Bulb Orderic and Screamin’ 
Jay Gobin, and they were received well, but they wanted to hone a rock edge. All they lacked 
was the proper gear, plus money. So they decided to purchase what they needed through a five-
finger discount in Faraknopps at the club Skapa Sjaskig, where happenstance introduced them to 
dazzle-coins salesman Emo Dresden and launched them as the helmsmen of Spamglok. 
 
Some pseudonyms by which Leo has gone: Moon Creeper (for the band Frank Agony and 
Chutney Breakfast) and Bryce O’Roni (from Zeebo and Bryce). 
 



LL Cruel 
Sound engineer for the Spamglok album The Erratic Road Between Pride and Vice. 
 
Lloyd, Erin 
Making her appearance as Spam Doll in the 2011 film Spamglok: Exposure Without Ambition, as 
well as playing on the 2011 CD Monkey Pucks, guitarist Erin Lloyd was known for her neuroses 
and frightening laughter. 
 
Locke-Willy, Jessica 
Sound engineer for Xev Blumenstatt’s independent CD Fret Lake and the Epoch of the 
Gargantuans. 
 
Lovely Meatbells, The 
While never officially recognized as part of the ill-fated Meatwind label, the Lovely Meatbells 
were a former Spamglok tribute band by which Emo Dresden tried to make some desperately 
needed cash. Financing an album through a series of convenience-store robberies, Emo called 
the project The Garlic Album as a ward against Claire Eikman and her vampiric presence. Concert 
promoters, however, cancelled bookings after music journalists drove a stake through the 
album. “Who the hell releases anything on cassette any more?” asked Drew Chunce of Slim 
Rhythm magazine. Emo said he’d produced a cassette because the format was cheap and 
dubbing houses were practically giving their old stock away, but no one appreciated Emo’s 
ingenuity (although a few people thought the cassette format was kind of kitsch). The other nails 
in the coffin: The songs were horrible, the cassette tape broke when rewound and the Meatbells 
looked like the offspring of a drunken fling between David Johansen and Dee Snider. As one 
journalist put it when commenting on the Meatbells, “If this doesn’t drive home the importance 
of condoms, I don’t know what will.” At his arraignment for the convenience-store robberies, 
Emo was heard mumbling, “God, I hate Spamglok, and if you see fit to strike me dead for saying 
that, you’d really be helping me out of a jam.” Claire Eikman, however, posted bail and the 
Meatbells became a successful Twisted Sister tribute band from all the negative press. 
 
Lunchhammer, Vince 
Sound engineer for Spamglok: Confused in Any Language, Around the World in 80 Spamgloks and 
Monkey Pucks.  
 
Marvello, Marvis 
Sandwich-press operator, sausage skinner, parade-grade casserole horn player on the album 
Uncle Mickey’s Party Barge. 
 
Maximus, Turdius 
Sound engineer for Bonfire of the Spamgloks and Monkey Pucks. 
 
McLarchy, Langus 
The unfortunate host of the Ratrod wrap party. 
 
Mensinga, Marissa 
Lyric-generator operator for the album I Am a Wild Budget. 
 



Michmarch, Pikoe 
Sound engineer for Spamglok: Confused in Any Language. 
 
Mongol, Grimp 
Sound engineer for Monkey Pucks. 
 
Muffler, Geoff 
Drummer on the album I Am a Wild Budget. 
 
Nibbins, Aucky 
Known as Zippy Sponko in the Dazzle-funded 2010 faux-Spamglok film Sponko. 
 
Odinpunk, Orpheus 
Sound engineer for Around the World in 80 Spamgloks. 
 
O’Donnybrook, Nadia 
Daughter of one-time Spamglok manager Priggit O’Donnybrook, Nadia was hired by Hans 
Papillio and Leo Kurshev for the film project that would become Bach’s Lunch. When Priggit 
pulled funding from his daughter’s project, Nadia reacted by vomiting inside her father’s 
vegetable crisper. Nadia went on to produce an award-winning chronicle of frat-house life called 
47 Bottles of Education. 
 
O’Donnybrook, Priggit 
One-time Spamglok manager Priggit O’Donnybrook built his fortune creating the Naked Tart, a 
chain of topping-free pastry shops. Appointed as Spamglok manager so Dazzle Coins could 
bolster their shares in the business, Priggit filed an injunction against Spamglok after the 
formation of the renegade label Runtco Records. Spamglok reacted by setting weasels loose 
inside Walnut Juice, Priggit’s one-acre bungalow estate outside Pemsley, Ont., where Hans 
Papillio and Leo Kurshev reportedly filled Priggit’s pool with Jell-O Instant Pudding as well.  
 
Orderic, Blind Bulb 
Blind Bulb Orderic was a Dutch blues musician from Flevoland, the Netherlands. Called the 
father of Dutch blues, Orderic is perhaps best remembered for his song about hardship and toil 
called “Mijn Gelukking Hek” (“My Happy Fence”) from his only CD De Blues Onder Zeeniveau 
(Blues Below Sea Level)—an album that didn’t sell remarkably well in a country known for its 
excellent economy and liberal social programs. Born Pepin Orderic, Blind Bulb acquired his 
nickname after accidentally buying a sack of potatoes under the impression he was buying 
flower bulbs, then insisting he could raise prize-winning tulips, even though he knew he was 
planting potatoes. He was just that stubborn. 
 
Papillio, Dirk 
Half-uncle to Spamglok co-founder Hans Papillio, Dirk Papillio made minor musical ripples in the 
late 1960s as the leader of the Dutch jazz trio Iniquitude, whose single “Ointment” was the first 
and last record produced by the independent label Reliable Records. Said music journalist 
Johanna Kuipers at the time, “I can appreciate ointments as much as anyone. I just can’t figure 
out if this particular ‘Ointment’ is best used to cure butt-rash or give it.” 
 
 



Papillio, Hans 
Co-founder of the rock band Spamglok, Hans Papillio (a.k.a. Nifty Spamglok) was born under the 
sign of the ox (according to the Chinese zodiac) somewhere near Roosendaal, the Netherlands, 
while his parents, Coel and Gwen Papillio, were smuggling illegal Dordrecht sprouts into 
Brussels. Gwen would later tell music reporters, “Hans was born for a life on the road,” and she 
wasn’t kidding. During one clandestine trip to Brussels, Gwen dropped him on the road at least 
twice. On another occasion, young Hans was inadvertently sold to Dutch merchants after 
climbing into an empty sack while crawling around in the back of his parents’ car, and Coel and 
Gwen had to drive all the way to Antwerp, Belgium, to get him back, but the boy was fine. 
Having amused himself the whole time by snacking on healthy greens (which earned him the pet 
name Varkenvel, or hogleaf), Hans grew into a fine, strapping lad who’d forever be fascinated 
and amused by vegetables. 
 
Hans displayed little early interest in music. His parents did enroll him for a year in piano lessons 
at a Dordrecht conservatory, and he did perform in a few recitals, but after a year of frustration, 
he exclaimed to his teacher, “A piano has eighty-eight keys. I only have ten fingers! What kind of 
sick joke is this?” He rejected the piano on principle. He was a youngster who wanted a solid grip 
on things, and ten fingers for eighty-eight keys didn’t offer that handle. Undoubtedly due to his 
itinerant upbringing, he wanted the stability of knowing his place and function within the grand 
scheme. In an attempt to find them, he threw himself into books about philosophy and 
metaphysics, as well as the Dutch comic book series Het Avonturen van Almachtige de Muis (The 
Adventures of Almighty Mouse), the story of an omnipotent rodent who can’t get any respect 
because of his small stature and penchant for eating his own droppings. 
 
At age fifteen, while attending the basis school Leerplicht Hoolanda, Hans read Michel de 
Montaigne’s essay “Apology” and fixed on a particular line: “To make a fistful bigger than our 
fist, an armful bigger than our arm, to hope to step further than the length of our legs—these 
actions are impossible and monstrous.” Hans understood Montaigne was writing about the 
dangers of forbidden knowledge, embodied in classic myths like those of Prometheus and 
Pandora, but he also took the line as a challenge. Packing himself some cakes and a bottle of 
Cloudberry pop, Hans stepped into the street, walked the length of his leg, found that he could 
do it and kept going. A month later and many miles away in France, Hans wrote, “Despite what 
Montaigne wrote, it is possible to walk the length of your leg many times over. However, when 
your shoes eventually wear through, you may find yourself in a place where no one understands 
what the hell you’re talking about.” Indeed, it was a place that vexed Hans well into adulthood, 
for in trying to discover his place in the world, and reading perhaps too much about philosophy 
to aid in his quest, he found it extremely difficult to make friends because his contemporaries 
never really knew what he was talking about most of the time. 
 
Hans returned to music in his teens as an attempt to reconcile his social estrangement with his 
quest to explore life’s larger questions. Through performance in the pop-music medium, he 
believed he could gain the acceptance and appreciation he’d never truly had, and through music 
itself, he believed he could foster like-minded people by exploring timeless philosophical 
abstractions with contemporary artistic invention. Music represented the proverbial stone by 
which to kill two birds, and with that in mind, he formed his first band, Der Veersteen (translated 
as Featherstone), at age fifteen while attending the middle school Middenslecht in Faraknopps. 
 
Recruiting fellow Middenslecht students Grimbold Alba (drums), Salerna Wimarca (bass) and 



Renouf Kerrich (guitar), Hans reluctantly assumed troublesome keyboard duties, then gratefully 
switched to drums and brought in keyboardist Enota Calla after Grimbold broke his arm in a 
shopping cart jousting game. Modeling themselves commercially after pop acts of the time, they 
gigged sporadically for some three years at local coffee houses and school dances, and slowly 
build a nice little fan base, which enjoyed the group’s unpretentious image and clean sound. 
Salerna, Renouf and Enota appreciated the good thing they had going, but Hans couldn’t invest 
himself in false popularity, bought by simply mimicking others who’d found the courage to 
express their own unique voices. He couldn’t buy into music if his voice wasn’t the currency. It 
was a philosophical outlook, and essentially a noble one, but Hans hadn’t forged a degree of skill 
(or tolerance for compromise) to successfully meld personal expression with what the public 
would bear. Thus, three years of work came to a sputtering close when Hans replaced Der 
Veersteen’s roster of cover songs with originals. 
 
The problem was the same as the one that had drawn Hans to music in the first place. Despite a 
burning drive to explore questions that, in his mind, were of greater importance than workaday 
objectives, he didn’t understand that most people couldn’t tolerate esoteric contemplations 
beyond party-platter portions. Full-blown original meals like “Paradijs Faust” (Paradise Faust) 
and “Het Benedenwaartse Pad naar Wijsheid” (The Downward Path to Wisdom) only alienated 
people. Formerly devoted fans rejected Der Veersteen out of hand, despite a burgeoning musical 
maturity. One reviewer for a local school newspaper unknowingly foretold the future when she 
wrote, “Despite Hans Papillio’s seeming determination to piss in the public trough through 
bewildering lyrics, his evolving compositional skills hint at a talent watering itself from a less-
fetid place. If he could connect with someone closer to earth, he just might have something.” A 
chance meeting with guitarist Leo Kurshev would eventually provide that balance, but the 
meeting was years away. Disillusioned and unwilling to return to the false popularity of imitation 
celebrity, Hans quite Der Veersteen, sold his drums and enrolled in a journalism course at Grap 
Universiteit. He believed a career as a writer would offer him better avenues to express his 
ideas, and a better social shield, but fate flanked him when he met Akelda Vuur. 
 
A fisherman’s daughter of Flemish and Austrian descent, Akelda—a goal-driven woman of manic 
fastidiousness—had enrolled at Grap Universiteit to study business. A terrifying 
environmentalist who once beat a man with a frozen beef patty to illustrate the dangers of meat 
consumption, Akelda was initially drawn to Hans for his love of vegetables, then fell for his 
confusion and malleability. Hans, having hungered for acceptance and affection for so long, was 
blind to his true purpose as simple fuel in the Akelda engine. By night, she put the wax to Hans’ 
zucchini with such verve, the poor endorphin-soaked sod sometimes thought his name was 
Greenjeans. By day, she financially slurped him down like a juice box in the Gobi. He married her 
because his torpid brain mistook a wallet-size frame of reference for a mural. She maxed his 
credit cards, added him as another shard to the mosaic of her ambition, bought a car, then drove 
away with a Cornish Teuton from Lisbon. Falling into a stupor, a despondent Hans wrote three 
erratic and alarming manuscripts: “De Terminator van Innemendheid” (“Terminator of 
Endearment,” a sci-fi adventure about a cyborg’s on-again, off-again love affair with a really big 
gun), “De Garens van Brinkbroth” (“The Yarns of Brinkbroth,” Hans’ semi-lucid recollections of 
therapy) and “De Kraan Zak” (“The Crane Bag,” at best guess, something to do with time travel 
and animal husbandry). The only publisher to reply to Hans was Mountain Fuzz Imprints, who 
advised the morbid Dutch scribbler to turn himself over to authorities before any more paper 
got hurt, and the university expelled him for frightening other students through alternating 
bouts of abrasive mirth and inconvenient fragility. 



 
Broke, rudderless and shorn of all philosophical inquisitiveness, Hans drifted back to 
Faraknopps, took up the guitar and found a job as a mail clerk. A month into the position, a 
manager asked Hans to run a suit to the dry cleaner. Noticing how the manager looked like a 
Cornish Teuton from Lisbon, Hans ran the suit through a paper shredder. Once again on the 
skids, he wandered to the local employment center and, while searching the postings, struck up 
a conversation with fellow job hunter Leo Kurshev—the guitar player with whom Hans would 
form Spamglok. The perfect down-to-earth counterpoint to Hans’ airy inclinations, Leo asked 
Hans if he wanted to start a band. Reviewing the events of his life, all of which had been cyclical 
and had ended in disaster, Hans didn’t see why not. He figured, if his place was seemingly soap-
boy in the shower stall of the grand scheme, he could take music as a wet towel, twist it into a 
rat-tail and lay a few welts on the ass of creation. Such action may not elevate him above soap-
boy, but at least he’d leave a mark. 
 
Hans is popularly believed to be a pantheist (one who sees divinity within the forces of nature 
and natural substances), and is thus often held as a pagan, but the beliefs are misinterpretations 
of a childhood incident. Falling asleep one Sunday afternoon during church, Hans awoke from a 
weird dream to suddenly cry out, “Ik ben een pancreas!” (roughly translated as “I’m a 
pancreas!”). Parishioners, however, thought Hans had sacrilegiously declared himself a pantheist 
in the house of God and quickly spread scurrilous gossip. The upside for young Hans: The priest’s 
daughter was so turned on by Hans, she jumped him in the rectory. 
 
Those born under the sign of the Ox, according to the Chinese zodiac, are easygoing, which was 
half-true for Hans. When he embarked on his musical odyssey with Spamglok, he didn’t know 
that he’d get to the end of a road tarred with ruined lives and fetid concert experiences, but he 
would get to that place easily. 
 
Some pseudonyms by which Hans has gone: Fin Bristle (for the band Frank Agony and Chutney 
Breakfast) and Zeebo (of Zeebo and Bryce). 
 
Petite, Wooly 
A Welsh female impersonator. 
 
Pillfriendly, Ray 
First appearing as Spooky Spamglok in Nadia O’Donnybrook’s 2011 film Toilet Brush With Fame, 
guitarist Ray Pillfriendly joined a Raelian sect after the release of the 2011 album Madness of a 
Mind Gone Normal. 
 
Rabbit, Jimmy 
Sound engineer on Ten Angry Monkeys for Nine Empty Chairs. 
 
Ransom, Cherry 
Twitter account holder and exuberant tweeter of Spamglok rumors. 
 
Reichen, Grendel 
Appearing in the 2010 film Spamglok as Flipper Spamglok, drummer Grendel Reichen performed 
on Spamglok’s first two albums: Spamglok: Confused in Any Language and Around the World in 
80 Spamgloks. A talented but unconventional drummer, Grendel’s fascination with playing 



industrial drums reportedly led to his disappearance. While using steel-headed mallets to gauge 
the timbre characteristics of an industrial drum filled with unknown chemicals, Grendel allegedly 
half-landed in Kitchener, Ont., after the drum exploded. The rest of him remains at large. 
 
Remis, Wink 
Accountant for the album I Am a Wild Budget. 
 
Ringworm, Kylie 
Lead guitarist and vocalist on Xev Blumenstatt’s independent CD Fret Lake and the Epoch of the 
Gargantuans. 
 
Rinser, Kim 
Accountant for the album I Am a Wild Budget. 
 
Rivers, Fawn 
An auditor who briefly lived with Hans Papillio for a few weeks in 2011 during the recording of 
the Ratrod album, Fawn was known for her keen analytical skills, demand for order and 
overpowering fear of personal boundaries. After Hans disavowed ever agreeing to a relationship 
with her, Fawn bought a poodle as a replacement but hated it when the animal pooped. In 2012, 
she had a mental breakdown after arriving home to find junk mail spilling out of her mailbox. 
After recovering, Fawn laughed for a day, bought new clothes, gave her poodle to a friend and 
started a successful corporate-wellness company before buying a condo in the Bahamas. 
 
Santhanam, Mani 
Cast in the 2012 Indian film Anjali B. Goode as Anjali, the guy who wants to get laid. 
 
Savaari, Sangar 
According to a 2014 research paper written by University of Toronto students Claymore Freebs 
and Justin Accordian (who were obviously hard up for research topics), “if there’s an origin 
behind how Spamglok member Sangar Savaari got his nickname Rubber Boy, it’s likely buried so 
deep somewhere that one would need tongs and lubricant to extract it, and as far as we know, 
the University of Toronto is reticent to fund such initiatives.” Making his appearance in the 2010 
film Spamglok, Sangar Savaari seems to have made no musical contribution to Spamglok. 
Credited with “sound effects and other cruel requests” on the 2010 debut Spamglok album 
Spamglok: Confused in Any Language, Savaari was mysteriously credited with “convective 
emissions” on the 2010 follow-up album Around the World in 80 Spamgloks. How he met his end 
also remains a mystery, as cryptically inscribed on his tombstone: “Here Lies Rubbery Boy. He 
Eventually Stretched Himself Too Far.” 
 
Scamglok 
A Spamglok tribute band, Scamglok will forever be tied to the disastrous gig at Hugh’s Tomb in 
Toronto. When fans showed up to see Spamglok in a seemingly surprise small-venue 
performance—and instead found Scamglok (who’d billed themselves as the authentic Spamglok 
as a publicity stunt)—people rushed the stage, and the next morning, bassist Welt Rat-Tail (a.k.a. 
Mark Goldblatt) had to have an atomic wedgie surgically removed at St. Michael’s Hospital. The 
only bright spot in the evening: the opening act, Alice in Toasterland, who snapped off a kitschy 
set of TV theme songs before fleeing knowing full well what was going to happen next. 
 



Scorchless, Dwight 
Appearing as Crusty-glok in the 2011 film Toilet Brush With Fame, guitarist Dwight Scorchless 
disappeared in 2011 after the recording of Madness of a Mind Gone Normal. Dwight had 
suggested alternative notes to what bassist Xev Blumenstatt was playing in the song 
“Hoomsmark,” so Xev duct-taped him to a westbound Kenilworth in New Smyrna Beach, Fla. 
 
Screamin’ Jay Gobin 
Really more of a whiner than a screamer, Jay Gobin was a key player in the development of 
Dutch blues. Known for his bitter lyrics and lack of personal hygiene, Gobin was called the 
brother-in-law of Dutch blues—a distinction acquired at a party held by fellow blues musician 
Blind Bulb Orderic, who kicked Gobin out of the house after Gobin spent two weeks sleeping on 
the couch, eating chips and mooching money. Gobin is remembered for his CD Inclusief ga u Ligt 
Tegenover Mij Sommige Blues Kunnen? (Can You Front Me Some Blues?) and the single “Mijn 
Was Lijst van Zelf-Waargenemen Onrechten” (“My Laundry List of Self-Perceived Injustices”). 
 
Shaver, Harry 
Known as Prickly Spamglok in the 2011 film Toilet Brush With Fame. 
 
Singh, Govind 
Director of the 2012 Indian film Anjali B. Goode. 
 
Skapa Sjaskig 
Informally called Club Zero by locals, the Skapa Sjaskig was the bar in Faraknopps, the 
Netherlands, where Spamglok performed for the first time, according to the club owner. The 
truth: Spamglok co-founders Hans Papillio and Leo Kurshev (unemployed at the time) visited the 
club with the sole intention of stealing musical instruments. The club owner simply mistook 
them for the band scheduled to perform that night. Hans and Leo (still unknown as Spamglok) 
did perform one song (a heavy metal version of the popular local folk ballad “Sei Anhaben ein 
Thumby”) as a ruse under the fake band name Duttkiffer und das Flammend Steiler Verkrüppeln-
Sterbefall Vorstellung (roughly meaning Doctor Bunhead and the Flaming Rocket Stunt-Death 
Show), then fled after the club owner pitched a beer glass at the stage. The owner, in an effort to 
draw customers after Spamglok’s success, later billed the Skapa Sjaskig as ground zero for the 
Spamglok musical explosion. Locals, however, dubbed the place Club Zero for the kind of 
clientele that the club owner’s advertisements drew. 
 
Skart, Koo 
Leo Kurshev’s first wife, a bookmaker’s daughter from Flevo, whom Leo married while working 
as a longshoreman in Den Helden. Koo reportedly still believes she’s married to Leo, given her 
terrible memory. Following Leo’s departure, Koo founded two successful local businesses but 
couldn’t recall doing so. 
 
Socialflush, Darling 
Cubic-bell and potato-gun handler on Xev Blumenstatt’s independent CD Fret Lake and the 
Epoch of the Gargantuans. 
 
 
 
 



Spinguzzle, Nixon 
Silkscreen artist and associate of Red Chocolate, Nixon Spinguzzle also became a successful fine 
artist in the impressionistic style. His works were chiefly based on observations of nature, but 
several of his best-known works were based on his impressions of Spamglok. 
 
Spunk, Mitchie 
Marginally connected to Spamglok in that he’d been laughed into therapy after auditioning for 
the band as a session player, speed-metal accordionist Mitchie Spunk redefined the words fast 
food while playing a one-night gig at a Big Boy franchise. Determined to claim the fame he 
believed he deserved, he received it after ex-baseball pitcher Rob Feller threw a double-decker 
burger at Mitchie’s head. The restaurant manager later said, “I’d never seen a burger fly so fast. I 
didn’t even know it was possible to survive something like that.” Investigators determined the 
burger had been traveling at 100 m.p.h. when it struck Mitchie. Feller’s wife said, “I saw 
mayonnaise fly out of the guy’s ears. Yup, my Robbie’s still got it.” 
 
Stahl, Woody 
Appearing in the 2010 film Spamglok as Fluffy Spamglok, percussionist Woody Stahl appeared 
on Spamglok’s first two albums: Spamglok: Confused in Any Language and the follow-up, Around 
the World in 80 Spamgloks. Stahl later formed the band Spider Basket and was chucked into a 
corn de-nibbler by angry cosmeticians after applying lipstick and eyeliner to a Holstein as part of 
a promotional stunt for his indie CD Bovine Sexy. After the incident, Spider Basket hired singer 
Sylvia Smudge and made a remarkable living playing the sheep-shearing regions of Wales. 
 
Stir-Fry, Legless 
Part of the Indian record-company crew that recorded and sold the unlicensed Spamglok CD 
Geet Spamgali, sound technician Legless Stir-Fry arranged the getaway mopeds to deliver the 
pirated recordings to Bollywind Records. En route, he inadvertently ate a lot of bugs because he 
lacked a visor on his helmet. 
 
Strangler, Fluke 
Known as Swindler Spamglok in the 2011 film Toilet Brush With Fame. 
 
Sullywind, Candice 
Battery-powered Telecaster player on the album I Am a Wild Budget. 
 
Sundry, Deepak 
Producer of the illegally recorded Spamglok CD Geet Spamgali. Sundry went on to produce three 
more illegal CDs: Pigs in Gear—Live at the Leamington School of Art Cafeteria, Overheard 
Conversations With Jumper Cable and Always on the Run From Lars. 
 
Surgical Sutra Distribution Warehouse 
Distributor of the illegally recorded Spamglok CD Geet Spamgali. 
 
Tayes, Phil 
A specialist sound engineer hired to record and edits portions of Spamglok’s Ratrod album on 
analog tape. Tayes later moved to Erin, Ont., to become a part-time English instructor and 
occasional guitarist. 
 



Texas, Jett 
Some people believe that if anyone knows where Hans Papillio and Leo Kurshev ultimately 
wound up after Spamglok’s final performance in Vancouver, it’s the mysterious Jett Texas. As a 
digital-media student and aspiring businessman at Conestoga College in Waterloo, Ont., Texas 
caused quite a stir in the summer of 2014 when he announced the organization of an outdoor 
music festival that would include Hans and Leo performing with the local band Busker David and 
the Salamanders. A few days later, Texas retracted his announcement, saying to reporters from 
the Guelph Beacon, “I’d been up for four straight days to complete a video for class. So I was 
pretty sleep-deprived and didn’t know what I was doing. So there’s no outdoor music festival, 
and I don’t even know who Hans and Leo are.” Oddly, after showing his video at Conestoga, 
several students noted how the two subjects appearing in the video looked remarkably like 
Spamglok’s notorious front-men. Texas had no comment when questioned by reporters from 
the college newspaper Toga Times, and although his ever-growing evasiveness spoke to 
something he wasn’t willing to share with others, he maintained that he was just trying to be a 
troubled artist and didn’t appreciate people infringing on his important self-deprecation time. 
 
Theodorick, Jük 
Sound engineer for Around the World in 80 Spamgloks. 
 
Thompson’s Sparkly Discs 
The chief rival company of Dazzle Coins Corporation, Thompson’s Sparkly Discs is best 
remembered for its Lick-‘Em Lids and Sugared Frisbees. Soon after the president of the company 
began dating Claire Eikman (then a special executive with Dazzle), Thompson’s Sparkly Discs fell 
into financial disarray and quickly degenerated into manufacturing urinal cake (which definitely 
didn’t have much sparkle in the public eye). The president of Thompson’s afterward found a job 
as a busboy, and Dazzle elevated Claire Eikman to Vice President of Dazzle Coins Corporation. 
 
Tickler, Rip 
Seamstress on Xev Blumenstatt’s independent CD Fret Lake and the Epoch of the Gargantuans. 
 
Timmy (the Intern) 
Working as an unpaid data-entry intern at Dazzle Records while studying business management 
at Ringus College, Timmy played most of the music on the album I Am a Wild Budget, as well as 
performing most vocals—a genuinely remarkable feat, considering Timmy had no musical 
training and was given two days to learn. Timmy also engineered the album on top of handling 
catering, switchboard operations, mail delivery and laundry pickup, plus his regular data-entry 
duties. Dazzle Records assured Timmy that all the experience would pay off hugely in the future, 
but as Timmy was struggling just to feed himself, he one day grabbed the opportunity to eat nine 
boxes of contra-deal Crackly-Crank Chocolate Chew from Nelson Chocolate Products before 
speed-walking toward Parry Sound, where he reportedly found another unpaid internship. 
 
Tinderthrush, Bob 
Sound engineer for Monkey Pucks. 
 
Troller, Chubby 
Saltwater-bugle player on the album Uncle Mickey’s Party Barge. 
 



Turnstile, Bill 
Podcaster for the Spamglok album The Erratic Road Between Pride and Vice. 
 
Turncross, Pressboard Salmon 
Known as Preachy-glok in the 2011 film Toilet Brush With Fame. 
 
Twitch, Jimmy 
Born Jimmy Hudeski, Jimmy acquired his nickname “Twitch” due to a nervous tick that 
developed after being asked to stand lookout while equipment was being stolen for the 
recording of the Spamglok CD Ratrod. He later launched a successful line of analgesic creams 
called Twitch-Out. 
 
Valvecream, Cheryl 
Sound engineer for Xev Blumenstatt’s independent CD Fret Lake and the Epoch of the 
Gargantuans. 
 
Voltsmitten, Vigo 
Audio engineer for Spamglok: Confused in Any Language and Around the World in 80 Spamgloks. 
 
Wholegrain, Lenny 
Intern on Xev Blumenstatt’s independent CD Fret Lake and the Epoch of the Gargantuans. 
 
Windrop, Legsley 
Known as Rusty Cornwhistle in the Dazzle-funded 2010 faux-Spamglok film Sponko. 
 
Vendo, Feg 
Filmmaker Feg Vendo wasn’t so much shanghaied into the Spamglok experience so much as he 
was innocently swept into the cyclone, beginning in 2010 when, as a student working on a film 
about strippers, desperate dazzle-coins salesman Emo Dresden hired him as a sort-of witness—a 
role that would land Vendo the job as cinematographer for the 2010 film Spamglok. Vendo went 
on to lens the 2010 concert film Spamglok: Live at the Bollywood Bowl, the 2011 high-concept 
primal-scream-therapy catharsis I’ll Bet You Can’t Sit Still and the patently awful 2011 film Me 
Sitting Around in the Apartment—an experience that left Vendo hopelessly addicted to hot dogs. 
Committed to the Swedish detox clinic All Things Bright and BeauToful, Vendo would release his 
final film Affluence and Effluent (an examination of what really goes into wieners) before being 
found in twelve evenly portioned pieces at the bottom of the Rhine. General suspicions point to 
the hot-dog industry as the culprit, although twelve evenly portioned pieces do speak to the hot-
dog bun industry as having been involved. 
 
Yankage, Max 
One-time husband of Spamglok bassist Xev Blumenstatt, Saskatchewan ginseng wrangler Max 
Yankage is known for the minor country hit “Part of Me Is Missing.” Yankage said the loss of his 
left arm was the inspiration behind the song, but maintained he’d simply misplaced his arm. 
Friends of Yankage, though, claimed Blumenstatt had removed his arm after Yankage had 
unwisely made the decision to break up with her while she was holding a bucksaw. 
 







 
Band-o-Pedia 

 
A list of all fictional bands featured in the Spamglok universe: 

 
50 Nose Studs, 99 Luftmonsoon, Alice in Toasterland, Bruto Van Gogh, Cannonball Kiss, The 
Chunky Melvins, Clangus, Crippler, Deep Stupid, Depeche Load, Der Veersteen, Dragonwig, 
Drooler’s Opera, Doctor Bunhead and the Flaming Rocket Stunt-Death Show, The Episcopal 
Randys, The Fabulous Hulagans,, Fargone Gods, Fennel Screech, Grimp McLoud and the Purple 
Claytons, Gym Finger, House of Flying Dunces, The Inflatioes, Jacob Curious and the Dangling 
Henchmen, Klokwerk Fuchsia, The Lovely Meatbells, The Lustrous Goths, Nertwork, The 
Popplings, Reconstituted Medicine, Scamglok, Serious Britches and the Puppets of Sloth, 
Shrubbery Strauchwerk, Smackbottom, Spamclot, Spamglok, Spider Basket, Sponko, Swamp 
Lush, Yelpo, Zeep Frygnus. 
 




